IEEE TEMS: “Bootstrapping – The long road to success”

Wednesday, 25. April 2018, 17:30 - 19:30
Location: TU Wien, 1040 Vienna
Gußhausstraße 27-29
In cooperation with the Innovation Incubation Center (i²c) of TU Wien

IEEE TEMS: “XARION: A laser acoustic sensor start-up. The role of intellectual property”

Wednesday, 2. May 2018, 17:30 - 19:30
Location: TU Wien, Kontakttraum 1040
Vienna Gußhausstraße 27-29, Staircase I
6th floor
In cooperation with the Innovation Incubation Center (i²c) of TU Wien
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IEEE TEMS: “Lessons learned while scaling a B2D start-up from Austria”

Wednesday, 6. June 2018, 17:30 - 19:30
TU Wien, EL 10 Fritz Paschke Hörsaal 1040
Vienna Gußhausstraße 27-29, Staircase I ground floor
In cooperation with the Innovation Incubation Center (i²c) of TU Wien

Conferences

IWSLS² - 2nd International Workshop on Link and System Level Simulations

Friday, 11. May 2018
Location: TU Wien, Institute of Telecommunications (ITC)
IWSLS² is an international workshop on theoretical, experimental, and applied research on link and system level simulations as well as measurements of cellular wireless communication networks. IWSLS² brings together researchers and developers from both academia and industry to report the latest scientific and theoretical advances, to debate major issues and to demonstrate state-of-the-art systems.

IEEE RAS: Austrian Robotic Workshop 2018

From Thursday, 17. May 2018 - 08:00, To Friday, 18. May 2018 - 17:00
Location: Universität Innsbruck Innrain 52
The sixth Austrian Robotics Workshop seeks to bring together researchers, professionals and practitioners working on different topics in robotics to discuss recent developments and future challenges in robotics and its applications. The organizers envision strengthening the cooperation between academia and industry. Therefore, the contributions and participation from industry is encouraged.
CoBCom

From Wednesday, 11. July 2018, To Friday, 13. July 2018
Location: Graz University of Technology, Inffeldgasse 12
The CoBCom (International Conference on Broadband Communications for Next Generation Networks and Multimedia Applications) 2018 will provide an opportunity for the academic and industrial communities to address new research challenges, share solutions and discuss issues in information and communication technology (ICT) referring to modern telecommunications.

Industrial Activities

IEEE TEMS, IEEE Vienna Office, OVE: Chancen der Digitalisierung

Tuesday, 24. April 2018, 17:00 - 19:00
Location: OVE, Galerie Eschenbachgasse 9, 1010 Wien

Industrial Workshop
GIT Workshop Novice

Wednesday, 24. January 2018, 16:00 - 20:00
Hochspannungszeichensaal der TU Graz,
Inffeldgasse 18, 8010 Graz
Michael Prokopp und Darshaka Pathirana von Synpro Solutions fangen bei Null an und erklären uns, warum und wozu man GIT als Ingenieur überhaupt verwenden sollte und was es mit der Kommandozeile auf sich hat.

Awards

IEEE WIE Best Student Paper Award @ CESC@18

Wednesday, 25. April 2018
At this year’s CESC@, IEEE Women in Engineering (WIE) will be awarding the best paper submitted by a female student. The purpose of this award is to acknowledge and promote the remarkable achievements of women in technology in science, research and industry.

Meetings

IEEE WIE Stammtisch

Tuesday, 15. May 2018, 19:00
Regular IEEE Austria Women in Engineering Meeting (WIE)
Section ExCom Meeting #2
Tuesday, 5. June 2018, 18:00 - 19:30
Regular IEEE Austria ExCom Meeting

Section ExCom Meeting #3
Tuesday, 11. September 2018, 17:00 - 18:30
Regular IEEE Austria ExCom Meeting

Section Officer Meeting #2
Tuesday, 11. September 2018, 18:30 - 20:00
Regular IEEE Austria Officer Meeting

Section General Assembly
Thursday, 11. October 2018, 17:30 - 20:00
Annual General Assembly of the IEEE Austria Section

Section ExCom Meeting #4
Tuesday, 13. November 2018, 18:00 - 19:30
Regular IEEE Austria ExCom Meeting